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Abstract. In this work we study the dissipative wave propagation over mixed materials,
more specifically on materials consisting of three different types of components where
one is purely elastic component and two dissipative elastic. We show that for this types
of materials the dissipation produced by the dissipative elastic part is strong enough to
produce exponential decay of the solution, no matter how small is its size.

We consider the following model

utt − k1uxx + aut = 0, x ∈ (0, l1), t > 0, (1)

vtt − k2vxx = 0, x ∈ (l1, l2), t > 0, (2)

wtt − k3wxx + bwt = 0, x ∈ (l2, l), t > 0, (3)

with boundary conditions

u(0, t) = w(l, t) = 0, t > 0, (4)

transmission conditions

u(l1, t) = v(l1, t), k1ux(l1, t) = k2vx(l1, t), t > 0, (5)

v(l2, t) = w(l2, t), k2vx(l2, t) = k3wx(l2, t), t > 0, (6)

initial data

u(x, 0) = u0(x), ut(x, 0) = u1(x), x ∈ (0, l1), (7)

v(x, 0) = v0(x), vt(x, 0) = v1(x), x ∈ (l1, l2), (8)

w(x, 0) = w0(x), wt(x, 0) = w1(x), x ∈ (l2, l). (9)

and we prove that there exist positive constants K0 and γ such that the energy associated
with the system (1)- (9) satisfies

E(t) ≤ K0e
−2γt
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